Human genes responsible for inherited diseases are important for the understanding of human disease. We investigated the degree of polymorphism and divergence in the human disease genes to elucidate the effect of natural selection on human disease genes. In particular, the effect of disease dominance was incorporated into the analysis. Both dominant disease genes (DDG) and recessive disease genes (RDG) had a higher mutation rate per site and encoded longer proteins than the nondisease genes, which exposed the disease genes to a faster flux of new mutations. Using an unbiased polymorphism dataset, we found that, proportionally, RDG harbor more nonsynonymous polymorphisms compared with DDG. We estimated the selection intensity on the disease genes using polymorphism and divergence data and determined whether the different patterns of polymorphism and divergence between DDG and RDG could be explained by the difference in only dominance. Even after the dominance effect was considered, the selection intensity on RDG was significantly different from DDG, suggesting that the deleterious effect of the dominant and recessive disease mutations are fundamentally different. deleterious mutation ͉ polymorphism ͉ human diseases
D
isease is an important but vague biological concept. In particular, the relationship between disease and its effect on fitness is obscure and needs to be clarified to identify the impact of genetic diseases on human evolution. Although many studies agree that amino acid changes at key protein sites cause many inherited human diseases (1) (2) (3) , the biological properties of these so-called disease genes in which mutations have been identified as the cause of inherited diseases remain unclear. Several studies have analyzed the level of network connectivity (4), molecular functions, mutation segregation within populations (5, 6) , and molecular evolution rates of disease genes (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . The simplest explanation for the evolutionary rate of disease genes is that they are so indispensable to human health and survival that they are highly conserved during the course of evolution. Nevertheless, previous studies indicate that these genes evolve at a slightly slower (8) (9) (10) (11) or faster rate than other genes (7) . These findings have cast doubt on the assumption that disease genes are biologically essential.
In the process of evolution, there are 2 phases in which natural selection may operate on genome evolution. In the first phase, new mutations enter populations and become polymorphic. In the next phase, polymorphisms segregate within populations and finally become fixed as species diverge. Recent studies have shown that natural selection may affect these 2 phases in different manners (12, 13) . For instance, most new gene mutations involved in the developmental system may change gene function and become lethal by collapsing the developmental system. These mutations would hardly become polymorphic in the population and would be invisible. However, if a new mutation has only a mildly deleterious effect, it may appear in the population but rarely become fixed due to natural selection. This class of slightly deleterious mutations was first emphasized by Ohta (14) and has been confirmed in the genomic data of a variety of organisms (15) (16) (17) (18) . In particular, there is evidence that these slightly deleterious mutations may be related to some human disease states (17, 19) . By analyzing genome-wide polymorphism data, Bustamante et al. (20) showed that human disease genes often have an excess of nonsynonymous polymorphisms compared with other genes.
Many studies have developed methods to estimate the distribution of selection intensity on the genome (i.e., the proportion of amino acid changing mutations that are deleterious, slightly deleterious, neutral, or advantageous) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) . However, these studies did not consider different effects of dominance in their analyses. Due to the enormous effort of human genetics studies, we know whether mutations cause dominant or recessive phenotypes, either completely or partially. Because incorporating arbitrary dominance as a parameter to estimate selection intensity is very complex, most studies assume that deleterious mutations are semidominant, in which the fitness change in a heterozygous mutant allele is half that of the homozygote. It is clear that dominance has a significant effect on the estimate of selection intensity, especially when the mutations are deleterious.
Williamson et al. (29) developed a theoretical framework for estimating the selection intensity on genes when the effect of dominance varies among mutations. However, the method has never been applied to real data, because the power of analysis is limited. It is easy to imagine that dominance and negative selection intensity would show a strong negative correlation. Even strongly deleterious mutations can spread into a population when the mutations are recessive to the phenotype. Therefore, it is hard to distinguish mutations under strong negative selection with weak dominance from those under weak negative selection with strong dominance. The observed excess of nonsynonymous polymorphisms in the disease genes analyzed by Bustamante et al. (20) may simply reflect the weak dominance of those disease genes.
In this study, we estimated the selection intensity on different sets of human disease genes. For many human Mendelian disease genes, we know whether the mutation causes a dominant or recessive phenotype, and previous studies have revealed that dominant disease genes (DDG) and recessive disease genes (RDG) have distinct biological properties (30, 31) . In general, mutations in transcription factors and proteins that form dimers or multimers often cause dominant phenotypes, whereas mutations in isolated proteins, such as enzymes, often cause recessive phenotypes. The rate of long-term evolution of these disease genes implies that DDG have evolved more slowly than RDG (6, 11) . However, it is not known whether the difference in the evolutionary rate can be explained solely by a difference in the dominance effect. Here, we investigated the number of polymorphisms and divergence in DDG and RDG in the human genome and ask whether different patterns of polymorphism and divergence in those genes can be explained solely by a difference in the dominance effect.
Results
We analyzed the polymorphisms and divergence in the disease genes that cause dominant and recessive phenotypes. Only autosomal genes were analyzed in this study. We used 474 DDG and 631 RDG that were obtained from Furney et al. (11) and Lopez-Bigaz et al. (31) . The dominant and recessive genes were identified by text-mining from the OMIM database (32) . To contrast the evolutionary conservation of the disease genes with the class of genes that were essential for the human survival, 538 ubiquitously expressed genes (UEG) were also compiled. Although the disease genes were tissue-specific in general, 23 DDG and 28 RDG were also classified as UEG and excluded from further analyses. The disease genes harboring both dominant and recessive deleterious mutations were excluded from the analyses. In total, we obtained polymorphism and divergence data for 304 DDG, 446 RDG, and 487 UEG. Genes that were not classified into any of these categories were considered nondisease genes (nDG). Because the ascertainment bias may severely affect the estimation of selection intensity, we used Celera data for the analysis of polymorphism data (20) . The Celera data were generated by a complete resequencing of a large number of human exons. Therefore, no ascertainment bias was expected in the Celera dataset. The divergence data were obtained from the orthologous chimpanzee genome sequences.
For the Celera dataset, we obtained synonymous and nonsynonymous polymorphisms and divergence; P N , P S , D N , and D S represent the number of nonsynonymous polymorphisms, synonymous polymorphisms, nonsynonymous divergence, and synonymous divergence, respectively ( Table 1) . As shown in Fig. 1 , both P N /P S and D N /D S were significantly smaller in DDG compared with RDG (P Ͻ 0.0001; permutation test). P N /P S and D N /D S in RDG did not differ from those in nDG, and P N /P S and D N /D S in DDG did not differ from those in UEG.
The protein-coding sequences of DDG and RDG were significantly longer compared with nDG (P ϭ 3.8 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 and P ϭ 1.1 ϫ 10 Ϫ11 , respectively; Wilcoxon test; Table 1 ), indicating that the disease genes are more prone to be mutated per gene, if the mutation rates are uniform across genes. We also estimated the synonymous divergence per site, which is designated as d S . The d S values were significantly different between the gene categories. UEG had unusually smaller d S compared with nDG (P Ͻ 2.2 ϫ 10 Ϫ22 ; Wilcoxon test; Table 1 ), probably due to strong purifying selection of the synonymous sites in the UEG (33) . In contrast, d S values in DDG and RDG were higher compared with nDG (P ϭ 4.8 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 and P ϭ 1.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 , respectively; Wilcoxon test). The large d S values in the disease genes may be due to weak purifying selection of the synonymous sites. Then, we calculated the codon adaptation index (CAI) of genes in each category (34) ( Table 1) . Because the codon bias is negatively correlated with the synonymous substitution rate (35), we predicted a low CAI in the high d S genes if the high d S was due to weak purifying selection on the synonymous sites. However, DDG had a rather higher CAI compared with UEG (P Ͻ 2.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 ; Wilcoxon test), indicating that the codon-usage bias in DDG was even stronger than that in the other genes. Similarly, DDG also had higher GC content than UEG (54.3% vs. 52.3%; P ϭ 6.7 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 ; Wilcoxon test). RDG had slightly higher CAI than nDG, but the difference was not significant. The results indicate that the high d S in the disease genes are not due to weak purifying selection on their synonymous sites and probably reflect a high mutation rate per site. These observations show that disease genes have accumulated more mutations compared with UEG and nDG due to the both longer gene length and a higher mutation rate per site.
The intensity of selection on the genes was summarized by the neutrality index (NI) (NI ϭ P N D S /P S D N ) (36) . The contingency table of P N , P S , D N , and D S is referred to as the McDonaldKreitman table (37) . It is frequently interpreted that when NI Ͻ1, the genes are under positive selection, and when NI Ͼ1, the genes are under balancing selection or harboring slightly deleterious mutations. First, we simply pooled polymorphism and divergence data of each gene category and estimated NI. The estimated NI was significantly higher in RDG than in DDG (P Ͻ 0.0001; permutation test; Fig. 1 ). Because combining many contingency tables may cause a statistical bias (38), we also estimated NI using the Mantel-Haenszel method. The corrected NI was 1.00 (95% C.I.; 0.82-1.22) for DDG and 1.34 (95% C.I.; 1.17-1.54) for RDG. Both results indicate that RDG had accumulated more deleterious mutations than DDG. One explanation is that RDG are enriched with slightly deleterious mutations, which become segregated within the population but not fixed as the species diverges. However, recessive deleterious mutations can increase in frequency because the phenotype is masked as a heterozygote, which may also explain the difference. We estimated the selection intensity on DDG and RDG that incorporated a different dominance effect to distinguish these 2 possibilities. Numbers of synonymous and nonsynonymous polymorphisms (PN, PS) and divergence (DN, DS), synonymous divergence per site (dS), CAI, and protein-coding length of the nDG, UEG, DDG, and RDG. Mean and standard errors were estimated using the bootstrap resampling. The standard errors are shown in parentheses. Suppose that individuals carrying wild-type and homozygous deleterious alleles have a fitness value of 1 and 1-2s, respectively. A positive value of s represents a deleterious mutation, and a negative value represents a beneficial mutation. The dominance effect is represented by h, in which heterozygotes with the deleterious allele have a fitness of 1-2 hs. The fitness of complete recessivity is designated as h ϭ 0, and the fitness of complete dominance is designated as h ϭ 1. In many studies, h is assumed to be 0.5, primarily because it simplifies the expression and it is cumbersome to incorporate arbitrary dominance parameters (19-23, 26, 28) . We assumed that the selection intensity for each mutation differed among sites and used the scaled-selection parameter S (ϭ 2N e s) , which is gamma-distributed. The gamma distribution has a shape parameter, ␣, and a scale parameter ␤. The model included 2 population parameters, , which accounts for the divergence between humans and chimpanzees, and , which considers the number of human polymorphisms. Theoretical expectations of the number of changes in polymorphisms and divergence are shown in Methods. We applied the Poisson random field approach to estimate the selection and population parameters.
To identify the effect of h to estimate gene selection intensity, we changed h from 0 to 1, with an interval of 0.1, and independently estimated the distribution of selection intensity on DDG and RDG using the Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. Similar to previous studies, the shape of the gamma distribution was highly leptokurtic at all values of h (23, 26, 28) . As expected, h was negatively correlated with the average intensity of negative selection in both DDG and RDG. Similarly, the estimated fraction of slightly deleterious mutations (1 Ͻ s Ͻ 10) was positively correlated with values of h (Fig. 2) . The effect of dominance on estimating the proportion of slightly deleterious mutations was more severe in RDG; the fraction of slightly deleterious mutations increased from 8% to 28% when we shifted the value of h from 0 to 1. The likelihood of the model was almost constant at the different values of h. In other words, for any value of h, we obtained ␣ and ␤ values that attained the highest likelihood.
These results indicate that it is difficult to jointly estimate the distribution of s and h using only the information of the McDonald-Kreitman table. In case of DDG and RDG, a naive expectation is that h in DDG is close to 1, and h in RDG is close to 0. In Fig. 2 , we can see that if mutations in DDG cause completely dominant phenotypes (h ϭ 1) and mutations in RDG cause completely recessive phenotypes (h ϭ 0), then the intensity of negative selection is stronger in the recessive case than in the dominant case. Nevertheless, complete dominance and recessiveness may be unrealistic in nature. Even if having a null allele as a heterozygote is not a disease state, fitness of the heterozygote may slightly decrease. Therefore, obtaining true h through this analysis is not possible.
Although it was difficult to derive a joint estimate of the selection and dominance parameters, we wanted to determine whether the different patterns of polymorphism and divergence between DDG and RDG could be explained by the difference in only the dominance parameters. Therefore, we constructed 3 models and estimated their likelihood. In Model I, the selection intensity and dominance effect on the DDG and RDG were different. In Model II, the selection intensity on DDG and RDG was different and the dominance effect on DDG was 2-fold of that on RDG; and in Model III, the dominance effect on DDG and RDG was different, but the selection intensity was the same. In all 3 models, the population parameters ( and ) were considered equal between DDG and RDG. The models were evaluated using the marginal likelihood, Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), Bayes Information Criteria (BIC), and Deviance Information Criteria (DIC) (39) . The marginal likelihood and information criteria are presented in Table 2 . The best-fit model is represented as the largest marginal likelihood value and the smallest criteria value. We were unable to find a significant difference between Models I and II; however, these statistics were considerably different from Model III (same selection but different dominance). These results indicate that the polymorphism and divergence patterns between DDG and RDG could not be explained solely by the difference in the dominance effect. In other words, the deleterious effect on the homozygous phenotype was significantly different between DDG and the RDG.
Discussion
In this study, we analyzed the disease genes from a population genetics perspective. In particular, we evaluated the intensity of natural selection on the disease genes incorporating the dominance effect. Although DDG had very similar P N /P S and D N /D S ratios compared with UEG, and RDG had very similar P N /P S Fig. 2 . Distribution of negative selection intensity on new mutations. For dominant disease genes (DDG) (Upper) and recessive disease genes (RDG) (Lower), the parameters for the gamma distribution were estimated under a variable dominance effect (h) of deleterious alleles. Each gray-scaled bar represents the proportion of mutations under selection intensity (S ϭ 2N es) of 0 -1 (nearly neutral), 1-10 (slightly deleterious), 10 -100 (moderately deleterious), 100 -1000 (strongly deleterious), and Ͼ1000 (nearly lethal). and P N /D S ratios compared with nDG, the subsequent analysis showed that d S , the nonsynonymous substitution rate per site, was higher and the length of the encoded proteins was longer in the disease genes compared with the other gene categories. This trend was reported by Smith and Eyre-Walker (7), but we found that the trend was consistent even when the DDG and RDG were separately analyzed. We showed that the elevated d S values were not due to weak purifying selection but due to high mutability of the disease genes. Therefore, those disease genes have high mutation rate in both per site and per gene. We should note that the estimation of a synonymous substitution rate per site may be biased, especially when the transition-transversion ratio or codon bias are not uniform across genes (40) . We found that DDG had significantly higher CAI and GC% than the other genes, but RDG did not. Nevertheless, both classes of disease genes had a higher d S than the other genes, suggesting that the high ds values in the disease genes were not a simple artifact. In our dataset, the disease genes had a 12.6% higher mutation rate and a 28.7% longer protein length than nDG. Altogether, the risk of the disease genes to mutate becomes the product of both rates, 44.0% higher than nDG on average. In our analyses, we did not consider the effect of positive selection, which increases nonsynonymous divergence but has little effect on nonsynonymous polymorphisms. We tested whether the small excess of amino acid polymorphisms in DDG could be attributed to positive selection. Following the study of Piganeau and Eyre-Walker (23), we assumed that some fraction of nonsynonymous divergence in DDG became fixed under positive selection and decreased D N from the observed number. However, this treatment decreased D N /D S of DDG to extremely low values and made the model highly incompatible with the data. For example, under Model II, the marginal likelihood of the models decreased from Ϫ45.14 to Ϫ53.89 and Ϫ66.83, assuming that 10% and 20% of the nonsynonymous divergence, respectively, in the DDG were due to positive selection.
Previous studies showed that complex demography of the population biases the estimation of the selection intensity (19, 28) . Our estimates therefore deviated from the true selection intensity. However, because we compared the selection intensity of 2 different classes of genes within the same population, the effect of demography should be small. Further studies incorporating complex demography using site-frequency spectrum data will provide insight into how demography affects the estimation of selection intensity with arbitral dominance under a comparative framework.
Our analysis showed there was little power to simultaneously estimate the selection and dominance parameters using the McDonald-Kreitman table, because these 2 variables showed a strong negative correlation. Williamson et al. (29) have shown that dominance can be estimated using a large site-frequency spectrum dataset. Although site-frequency spectrum data have more power to infer selection intensity on the disease genes, such data have not been available; therefore, we concentrated on model selection rather than the estimation of parameters. Our question was whether the excess of nonsynonymous polymorphisms in RDG was solely due to low dominance. The advantage of the model comparison is that it is not necessary to identify the true dominance parameters. The MCMC analysis showed that the distribution of the selection intensity on DDG and RDG was significantly different. These results indicate that the selection intensity on RDG was different from that on DDG even after the difference in dominance was considered.
Similar to the study of Williamson et al. (29) , we showed that dominance may strongly affect the estimate of the proportion of slightly deleterious mutations in the genome. Previous studies have shown that the human genome may harbor a large number of slightly deleterious mutations. The opposite trend has been found in fruit flies, in which nonsynonymous polymorphisms are deficient within the population (38) . Using protein polymorphism data, Ohta and Kimura (41) reported that the intensity of negative selection within the Drosophila population may be stronger than in humans, which may be due to a difference in the effective population size. Under the standard theory of population genetics, the intensity of natural selection is proportional to the effective size of the population; however, a dominance effect may be strongly linked with the genomic architecture of organisms and considerably different among organisms. For example, the human genome harbors more duplicated genes than the fly genome (42) , which may increase robustness against deleterious mutations. To evaluate the effect of new mutations on an organism from population genetics data, the polymorphism and divergence data of many functionally annotated genes is required from many organisms. The advent of new technologies such as new DNA sequencers may promote future studies.
Methods

Dataset Preparation and Estimate of Nonsyonymous and Synonymous Changes.
Celera data were obtained from a previous study (20) . UEG were obtained from the data of Tu et al. (10) , which were identified using a large set of microarray experiments of various human tissues (43) . The list of DDG and RDG was also obtained from a previous study (31) . When both dominant and recessive mutations were found in the same genes, those genes were not included in the analyses. Genes belonging to both the disease genes and UEG groups were excluded from the analyses. For each group of genes, we summed the numbers of nonsynonymous polymorphisms (P N), synonymous polymorphisms (P S), nonsynonymous divergence (DN), synonymous divergence (DS), nonsynonymous sites (N N), and synonymous sites (NS), and estimated PN/PS and D N /D S of the group. D N and D S were corrected using the Jukes-Cantor method (44) after the substitution rate per site was estimated. Although we corrected multiple substitutions in the divergence data, the effect was trivial. NI was estimated as P NDS/PSDN. To estimate an unbiased NI, the McDonald-Kreitman table of each gene was combined using the Mantel-Haenszel method. Genes with P S ϭ 0 or DN ϭ 0 were excluded from the estimation of the MantelHaenszel-corrected NI. In Fig. 1 , we randomly sampled (10,000 times) the genes from the same sample size with replacement from the original dataset and estimated the mean and standard errors. Statistical comparisons for the summed polymorphism and divergence data were performed using the permutation test with 10,000 iterations. CAI was calculated using DAMBE with EMBOSS human genes as a reference (45) .
Model Description. To estimate the selection intensity distribution, we applied a model described by Kimura (46) and Williamson et al. (29) Assuming that under the standard Wright-Fisher model, an individual carrying deleterious mutations has a fitness of 1-2 hs for heterozygosity and 1-2s for homozygosity, let ϭ 4Neu be the average population mutation rate and ϭ 2Tu be the average divergence for all loci between humans and chimpanzees, where N e is the effective population size, u is the mutation rate, and T is the divergence time. Assume that nonsynonymous changes have a deleterious effect of S ϭ 2N es with a gamma distribution of G (␣, ␤, S) and synonymous changes have no fitness effect. Suppose that we sampled from n chromosomes, then the expected numbers of synonymous and nonsynonymous polymorphisms are 
MCMC Estimation of Selection Intensity with Fixed Dominance.
To estimate the parameter distributions, we applied the MCMC method using the MetropolisHasting algorithm. To save computational time, we used a discrete rather than a continuous model for gamma distribution with 10 classes. Increasing or decreasing the class number only slightly affected the estimated parameters but did not change any of our conclusions (data not shown). Because the scale parameter of the gamma distribution, ␤, may assume a wide order-ofmagnitude range of values, we reparameterized ␤ to log10(␤) for the implementation. Estimates of ␣, log10(␤), , and were given uniform priors. In total, 4 parameters, ␣, ␤, , and , were estimated. The distribution of parameters was obtained from 50,000 sampling steps after 2,000 burn-in steps. Several initial values and seed numbers from a random number generator were used, and the convergence of the MCMC chain was graphically examined. In Fig. 2 , we used posterior medians for posterior estimates.
Model Comparison.
A basic framework of the model comparison was the same as the parameter estimation with fixed h. Because the synonymous substitution rates between DDG and RDG were not statistically different, we estimated 8 parameters in total: ␣D, ␤D, hD, ␣R, ␤R, hR, , and , where subscripts D and R represent the parameters for DDG and RDG, respectively. In these models, h was also estimated with given uniform prior from 0 to 1. In Model I, all parameters were estimated without any constraints. We constrained h D ϭ 2h R in Model II, and ␣D ϭ ␣R and ␤D ϭ ␤R in Model III. The marginal likelihood of the model was approximated using the method of Chib and Jeliazkov (47) . For AIC and BIC, maximum likelihood was estimated using the parameters obtained from posterior medians. DIC was estimated using a previously described method (39) .
